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Abstract. In the current automobile industry, the application of data analysis is in every corner of the industry. For example, BMW used predictive analysis to decide the new factory location. Deloitte specifically wrote a report about why the automobile industry should use more data analysis in production. Automobile expects more technological changes, and predictive analysis is a significant part that attracts automakers’ attention. This paper shows how data analysis helps human resources, accounting and finance, product design and development, supply chain and logistics, sales and marketing, and support services. The further study and report indicate that predicted analysis can increase consumer experience and collect the data in each detailed step.
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1. Introduction

In the 1950s, according to the US census, suppliers sold 58 millions of cars which meant each one new car for three US citizens. What's more, the 1950s also generated some significant innovations such as the V8 engine, seat belts, etc. Just like Barra said, the automobile industry was highly varied in transforming technology and applying energy methods. Automobile manufacturers had always wanted to reduce the risk factor in driving and use new energy to reduce pollution. They realized that appropriate data analytics usage would be an essential part of the future blueprint.

“I believe the auto industry will change more in the next five to ten years than it has changed in the last 50s” Said marry Barra, the CEO of General Motors, in 2017. Barra draw an attracting picture for future automobile industry which even better than the American Golden Age in automobile industry.

On the other hand, as more and more industries understand how data drive merchandising success, investors know that a company's ability to use data to further research and analyze wisely will be critical for attracting capital inflow and potential talent recruitment. Therefore, this paper focuses on the current data analytics by function and future applications of data analytics inside the automobile industry.

“Where is data smoke? There is business fire.” So said Thomas Redman, President of Data Quality Solution. In modern automobile production, data is everywhere: product design, human resources, supply chain, etc. Automakers have started to hire more data analysis professionals since 2017, and more and more automakers understand the wise of using data more accurately.

2. Current applications of Data Analytics

2.1 Human Resources

The automobile industry had a strong focus on developing technology, which can be called “Talent management.” Thus, Large car manufacturers all had their unique way of recruiting and working management. Us Tesla as an example, In Mayner’s report, Elon mask required all employees to return to in-person work, and he is making a very clear attitude in no tolerance of remote working. Elon Mask also set a rule for 40 hours’ minimum working time inside Tesla. In this way, Tesla wanted to relocate its talent resources to promote the production of the self-driving car and the production of electric cars. Thus, it was evident for the automobile industry to see the importance of talent. In McKinsey’s analysis of how the automobile industry could win talent, the report concluded in three steps: attracting talent, developing talent, and retaining talent. As indicated in Figure 1 below,
McKinsey believed data analytics would be essential in drawing the road map and identifying each employee’s value. In the Talent Wins graph, the report believed the current application of the data analytics would help identify each talent’s value and put them into correct categories.

On average, auto suppliers outperform other industries on these talent practices; however, the lowest scorers lag other industries.

2.2 Accounting and Finance

“Big data is the new oil.” So said by Nicolai Andersen is a partner and the head of innovation at Deloitte Germany. Big data analytics has been widely used in accounting and finance inside the automobile industry. In the Deloitte’s report, one of the most critical applications is the calculation of price elasticity analytics. As the Figure 2 shown below, this technology has a significant impact under the COVID since it will help the company calculate the customer’s purchasing power and market accepting price to optimize the best market price, which helps in optimal pricing range to realize the highest performance.

2.3 Product design & Development

Data analytics precisely predict consumers’ choices and analyze what their most flavor product is. In emeritus’s report, the best function in applying data analytics inside the automobile industry is personalized market choice and communication. For example, in the Figure 3, on the BMW official website, the only BMW factory in the US only produced X3, X4, X5, X6, and X7 SUVs. BMW indicated that US consumers purchase SUVs more than any other model. Thus, BMW cleverly designed its factory to serve US consumers.
2.4 Supply Chain and Logistics

“Globalizing operations to take advantage of high-growth markets, driving innovation strategies that seek to optimize the manufacturing process,” said Siddharth Patil, head of the Analytics and Information Management practice in Deloitte US. In Deloitte’s report, Patil pointed out the most important application of data analytics in the supply chain is developing a risk-resilient supply chain. As shown in Figure 4, data analytics help automakers to reduce the risk and management responsibility inside the transportation process. A supply chain with a high ability against risks such as COVID will help the automakers to provide their products under any circumstance.

2.5 Sales & Marketing

According to US Statista, the 2021 automobile market expected a 13.29 billion dollars in the advertisement spending. Automobile market had always been a profitable and highly competitive market. In BMW annual report 2019, the report showed BMW best-selling region and data analytics on each specific costs. For instance in the Figure 5, the BMW 2019 manufactured costs were increased by 9 percent compared by 2018. Data analytics did a huge job in the analyzing of costs in the analysis of annual report.
2.6 Support Services

Data analytics can collect the geography data and analyze which locations may lack network stations. In BMW's annual report 2019, the geo-mapping analytics helped BMW build 31 new locations in 15 countries and 8 potential factory locations that would be processed. Geo-mapping analytics will combine local consumer performance and national purchasing level data to indicate a great network station for automakers. In the Figure 6, the BMW 2019 annual report gave consumers a detailed description for future new location’s services and expectations.
3. Future application of Data Analytics

In the automobile industry, predictive analytics records the historical performance in the past and analyzes to digest a new insight for manufacturers. Thus, predictive analytics can often provide new test methods and reduce risk factors to boost the customer experience significantly. In this circumstance, one of the most implications in the predictive analysis is the predictive maintenance-PdM. PdM can help car manufacturers conclude the potential fixing part and combine the service system to obtain an accurate conclusion of a car's performance.

Overall, from my perspective, the predictive analysis can boost the consumer experience and raise the automobile industry's safety in the recent five to ten years. Investor who owned the future vision will see how predictive analysis changing people’s life steps by steps. Therefore, the automakers who put faith in the transformation of data analytics will have more chance in the future leadership in automobile industry.
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